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HEAVY-DUTY CLINGING
RESTROOM CLEANER
NON-ACID • NON-TOXIC
NON-CAUSTIC
NON-FLAMMABLE
BIODEGRADABLE
Product #3924 Quarts
Product #5924 Bulk
Product #592441 Gallons

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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Made in USA

Additional Information
RESTROOM RESCUE is a premium quality bath & bowl cleaner specifically designed for the
toughest soils found in today’s high-traffic restrooms. This product is also very versatile in
that it can be diluted with water for daily cleaning and lighter soils. The largest cost associated
with restroom maintenance is the labor involved in the cleaning process. In a high traffic
restroom, cleaning is done several times a day. Using Restroom Rescue will reduce the labor
required to remove stubborn soils, rust stains, hard water stains, dried urine deposits,
darkened tile grout, mildew and algae stains and much more. RESTROOM RESCUE cleans
tough stains will little or no scrubbing making the cleaning task much less time consuming
and therefore much less of a labor expense. No longer will badly stained toilets and sinks
need to be replaced. RESTROOM RESCUE removes the “permanent ring”, rust stains under
the rim and caked on hard water stains restoring your restroom fixtures to “like new
condition”. Contact your local SUPERCO representative for information and a demonstration
of RESTROOM RESCUE.

SUPERCO SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
VISIT OUR WEBSITE - www.supercoproducts.com • Call Toll-Free (800)320-0102 • FAX (661)775-8884
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RESTROOM RESCUE
Heavy Duty Clinging Restroom Cleaner
NON-ACID • NON-TOXIC • NON-CAUSTIC • NONFLAMMABLE • BIODEGRADABLE
RESTROOM RESCUE is a clinging multi-surface restroom
cleaning product designed for professional daily use. This
product is specially formulated to remove soap scum and hard
water stains from virtually all restroom surfaces. RESTROOM
RESCUE has a thick consistency that clings to vertical surfaces
and under toilet bowl rims. The pleasant fragrance deodorizes
while it cleans. The multiple cleaning agents combine to give
the extra cleaning power required for commercial applications.
Can be diluted with water for economical daily use or used full
strength for cleaning fixtures that were previously considered
beyond repair.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
For Toilets & Urinals: Squirt RESTROOM RESCUE full
strength on inside of bowl surface, swab around entire bowl
including under the rim with a swab mop. Wipe around the
fixture exterior and seat. The bowl cleaner clings to the bowl
surface. Cleaning action continues as RESTROOM RESCUE
remains in contact with the bowl. After 5 minutes, flush the toilet.
Give the bowl a quick mopping with a swab mop to remove any
excess. Wipe the exterior with a sponge or rag. Clean toilet
tanks as may be required. Allow 5 minutes for the bowl cleaner
to do its work, then flush.
Dilute
For Sinks, Faucets, Counters & Partitions:
RESTROOM RESCUE with water and apply as a spray or with a
sponge. Agitate or scrub as needed to remove stains and soils.
Let product set for a minute or two to remove tough hard water
stains. Rinse with plenty of water. RESTROOM RESCUE
cleans as it clings to the surface. Test metal surfaces for
compatibility and always rinse cleaned surfaces with water.

